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O’   Lord ! O’ My Lord ! May I never forget You ! 
 

 
||  Shri Hari  || 

Improving this World as well as Beyond 

in the Householder’s Life 

 

 
 

 

Question : We are in the householder’s stage of our life.           

There are many dilemmas in this stage. While living in this stage,            

how can we improve our life in this world and beyond ? 

Swamiji : All of you pay attention to what I am going to say.              

We hold the notion that due to many types of outdoor work, there             

are a lot of difficulties, hence, God cannot be realized. If all            

outwardly calamities come to an end, then we can realise God. On            

deeply inquiring on this subject, it become clear that we are not            

bound by external work-business. Having considered the world to         
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be our very own within ourselves, and considering ourselves         

belonging to the world - this is the main bondage. We can be             

liberated from such bondage. 

 

We nurture the notion that we have affinity with the world and            

we will engage in worshipping and adoring God and then          

establishing a relationship with God. This is a false notion. Our           

relationship with God is natural and our relationship with the world           

is something we have established. Do not consider the worldly          

relationship to be your own; consider God to be your very own.            

God is ours - if we accept this and if we gain knowledge of this,               

then what more is there to speak ? Just recognize that if you accept              

this, then while being in the householder’s stage, your work will not            

cause any grief. You consider the household work to be a bondage,            

which it is not ! 

  

‘Sukhadhukha same krtvaa laabhaalaabhou jayaajayou 

|  

tato yuddhaay yujyasva naivam paapamvaapyasi ||  

(Gita 2/38) 

  

At the beginning of the war, God narrated the Gita to Arjun,            

and in that He said that victory or defeat, gains or losses, pleasure             

and pain - see them all as equal and then fight; then you will not               

incur any sin. Your duties as a householder are not as gruesome as             

war. In a battlefield, people's throats are being slit all day. Men            

have to be killed. Even with this type of work, you will not incur sin.               

When ? This is possible when you fight the battle seeing victory or             

defeat, gains or losses, pleasure and pain as the same. If we            

consider worldly progress to be progress and falling down as          

regress and worldly losses as real losses, till then one cannot gain            
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equanimity. What to speak of in a householder’s life ? If there is             

such a desire even in Ascetics that, may my group and organization            

spread and gain publicity, may people respect us, may people          

consider us to be good, may we live comfortably, then that Ascetic            

is not much ahead than a householder. 

 

Staying in the householder’s life let the inner sentiments be -            

I am God's and God is mine. This is God's family and caring for              

them is my responsibility, but they are not mine and I am not             

theirs. The responsibility of taking care of them lies with me, and            

this work I have to do. If he works in a householder’s life with such               

understanding, then he is not bound even while performing his          

work; because the bondage does not come from the work and the            

business, but the feeling of egoism (I-ness) and attachment         

(mine-ness) is what causes bondage. Simply by accepting a very          

small portion (this body) of this entire world as our own, in other             

words, you began to assume yourself to be this body -  

  

chiti jal paavak gagan sameera |  

panch rachit yah adham sareeraa || 

  

This world has been created from these five elements. This          

body is it's very small piece, that has been assumed to be ’I‘ and              

then it began to consider a few individuals, few things in this world             

as ’Mine‘. This is the bondage of ’me‘ and ’mine‘ ! 

  

mein mere ki jevadi, gal bandhyo sansaar | 

das kabeera kyon bandhe, haake ram aadhaar ||  

  

If you want to consider something as yours, then why not           

consider the entire world to be yours ? Thereafter, simply serve the            
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entire world; then you will be liberated and if you see Me (God) in              

all of them, then too you will be liberated. 

  

Sarvabhootasthmaatmaanam 

sarvabhootaani chaatmani | 

iskshte yogayuktaatmaa 

sarvatra samadarshanah ||  

 (Gita 6/29)   

  

You have kept yourself in the world, and let us say that             

this body you have kept in you. By keeping the body in you, it took               

the form of ‘I-ness’ (egoism, ahamtaa); and keeping yourselves in          

the world, it took the form of ’mine-ness‘ (mamtaa) and ’Nirmamo           

nirahankaara sa shaantimadigacchyati‘ (Gita 2/71). You will have        

to leave this ‘I-ness’ (egoism) and ‘mine-ness’ (attachment,        

mamta). Whether one lives a householder’s life or the life of an            

Ascetic, whether little work remains or lot of work, simply by           

assuming a very small part as your very own, now you are bound.             

In this, there is no difference whether one is a householder or an             

Ascetic. It is not that in an Ascetic's life there are great benefits.             

An Ascetic can get a little extra time if he wishes and many Ascetics              

are engaged in this work only, yet they too are unable to find time.  

  

You think about it and see for yourself. If you are            

involved in some work-business in a particular city or a village,           

then there is a feeling of being bound to that place. Whereas for an              

Ascetic who wanders to various places, there are many villages,          

many houses, many people that are known, and they all have some            

expectations.  

 

In a householder’s life there are not that many binding forces.           
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If the house causes one to be bound, then I should be significantly             

bound, and surely it will be binding if you consider these houses to             

be for yourself. Do not consider these things for yourself; keep the            

relationship only for their sake then you will not be bound. If we              

keep the relationship for our own sake, then it will bind strongly, in             

a way that even the householders do not get so bound. 

 

If we consider these people to be for us, then we will             

give them importance, respect, rest and relaxation, proper meals,         

clothes, transportation, books and many amenities etc. If one has          

such expectations as an Ascetic, then this Ascetic will be more           

bound than a householder, because an Ascetic has many relations.          

However, if we engage in the relationship only for the other person            

so that he may benefit, he may attain salvation - how can he             

benefit ? This is my body, my mind, my speech, my senses, my             

sentiments, may all of this be engaged only in his service. However            

much and deeply you are engaged, that much you will benefit. It            

will be a great benefit, but if we take from the other, then the              

extent to which we have taken, we will have lost out, it will be a               

mistake. By having such thoughts if we engage in a relationship,           

then we will not be bound. We can attain such liberation while living             

in the household.  

 

Mother should do as I say, father should do as I say, wife             

should follow my orders, children should listen to me, brother,          

in-laws etc. all listen to me, they respect me, they do as I say. As               

long as such sentiments remain, till then you will never attain           

liberation. In place of this if the sentiments are that may they be             

served by me any which way, may they get happiness, may they            

get rest and relaxation, then there will be no obstacles to liberation. 
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There is one very major shortcoming in man - that he wants            

his rights, let it be my way, let my talks be heard, may others do as                

I say - let it be this way. He wants to establish his rights, just like                

a dog wants something. When another dog comes in a particular           

territory, the dog in that area charges after him to bite him. If he              

attempts to bite, they bite him back and when he falls down and             

begins to cry in pain, then the other dog claims victory over him             

and becomes the master, the ruler in-charge and control of this           

dog. Thereafter, he will no longer bite as he has considered himself            

to be subordinate to the other dog. 

 

You all kindly listen to what I am saying. If you have a sense              

of pride regarding your rights then surely you will experience          

bondage, whether you become an Ascetic or you become a          

householder, whether you are a brother or a sister. Whatever you           

may be ! The perplexities of householder’s life are not the ones            

that are binding, the objects are not binding, ‘this is mine’ therefore            

I must take care of and provide for it; they consider me as their              

very own and I stay with them - these itself are bondage. Instead             

only have a relation for their protection and support. 

 

In this world, we have to live for the world; we do not have to               

live for ourselves. If you want to live in a household, it is not for               

yourself. If the sentiments are transformed in this way, then even           

in a dream there cannot be any bondage. Then it will be impossible             

to be bound in the waking state ! 

 

The bondage comes when the sentiments are - I must gain           

something out of this. I live in a household, let me get pleasures             

and happiness from it, and for this reason I foster householder’s life            

- such a relation is as good as that of a dog, no different              
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whatsoever.  

 

‘May all benefit through me’ - in this first and foremost, if you             

are in a household then take care of the family, thereafter           

maintenance and support of others. I am here to do their work, not             

for myself. Then you will live happily and also die happily.           

However, if the sentiments are that they are for me and I should             

take happiness from them, such a person will live unhappily and           

will die also in a very atrociously unhappy way. 

 

Where is bondage and freedom ? May I hold authority and           

control, may people in the society follow my command, things take           

place as I do and say, all follow my orders - such sentiments are              

binding. Whereas, if the sentiments are - I do according to what he             

wants, I follow his command, I fulfill his wishes, I do what is             

beneficial to him, then it will be liberating. Then liberation and           

bondage are right here. While staying in a householder’s life, you           

say that there are many disturbances, you do not get time, all this             

may be true, but all this is not binding.  
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Now is the most opportune time. You have received an          

opportunity to serve the world, therefore serve it. If someone stays           

in your home, serve them, complete the last rights if they die.            

Thereafter, according to prescribed rituals offer food to the spirits          

of the ancestors. Just as while reading various chapters in a book,            

they eventually come to an end, do we cry on completing that            

chapter ? That the chapter is now over ! 

 

Similarly, while serving an individual, if he dies, then you have           

served him. Whatever is to be done after his death has been done,             

then that chapter is over; now start the second chapter. What           

makes one cry ? He used to do things as I said, he relentlessly              

served me, he was mine, he is now gone - this is what makes one               

cry. You are not crying for that individual. If from the beginning             

you leave this, then the householder’s life will not come in your            

way, not in the least. 

  

Question :  What is the best service (seva) ?  

Swamiji : To want that others attain salvation; may all benefit,           

may all attain salvation, this desire is the best of all services.  

  

Question : In homes as well as in offices we often see strict             

discipline; what should we do about it ? We are thinking that we             

should leave this, let us be free from all this. 

Swamiji : Make an effort to stop them. Arjun lifted his sword, what             

work could be worse than that ? Is there any work more cruel than              

slitting someone's throat ? However, the sentiment must not be          

that he should do as I say, he should listen to my words - because               

in this there is bondage. Do this satisfactorily, operation must run           

smoothly, the institutions must function well. May the household         
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run well, may they benefit; for this, examine and teach properly.           

Provide lots of instructions and where needed discipline, there will          

no obstacles for you at all. Obstacles are in selfishness and pride.            

Let what I say hold up, as this is egoism -  

  

ahamkaar raakshas mahaa dukhdaayi sab bhaanti | 

jo choote is dusht se, soyi paawe shaanti ||  

 

 

 

 

Instruct and discipline, but do it for their benefit, not for           

yours. However much someone else misunderstands, if you are         

doing the right thing, then you will not be bound. I do not say that               

to attain liberation you should claim your rights or hold a post.            

Such liberation and freedom is wrong; in this there is seeking or            

fondness of comfort, there is desire to live in sense enjoyment and            

pleasure, there is desire that all my difficulties and troubles come           

to an end, this is what it is. 
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All want to be freed from difficulties and perplexities. They          

want rest and relaxation; they wish to live in solitude, they wish to             

engage in spiritual disciplines and worship and adore God, they feel           

that there should be no hassles, no difficulties. By living in solitude            

they would get proper sleep. Resolves pertaining to worldly matters          

will take place; we will sleep well; we will live comfortably and in a              

relaxed manner - such a person is a ’bhogi (sense enjoyer)’. He is             

not a yogi at all ! How can liberation be attained with this ? How               

can he attain salvation ! If there is any detachment, freedom from            

worldly desires, then it freedom from sense pleasures, or is it           

freedom from all the worldly perplexities ? The detachment should          

be from sense enjoyments and pleasure. 

By considering something to be a perplexity, a hassle and then           

wanting freedom from it is surely not true detachment. Such          

detachments even a dog experiences. Run after him with a stick           

then he will run away; because he wants freedom from being hit            

with a stick. Can this genuinely be any kind of detachment ? When             

one becomes free from favourable things such as sense pleasures,          

relaxation, name and fame, then he has attained true detachment.  
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Question : When two-four gentlemen work together and they have          

difference of opinion, then what should be done ?  

 

Swamiji : Present your opinion to them. Of the two, whichever is            

just, righteous, accept that point; but if the other person says ‘no            

we shall do it the other way only’, then at that moment, let go and               

merge your opinion with his. If it is contrary and unfavourable, then            

do not let go. See !  I recollect a point. I had gone to Assam. It is       

a story about a village called Dewar. That village is also called            

‘Chaaraani’. I had said to the people there - ‘respectfully bow to            

your elders’. They said that a few days ago, Nehruji had visited the             

place. Someone bowed respectfully to him and he slapped him and           

said, it is these customs that have made India a slave. You are             

asking us to bow to elders; now whose point should we listen to             

and obey ? In other words, should we listen to you or to Nehruji ?               

My response was - ‘where there is a difference of opinion between            

me and Nehruji's sayings, do what Nehruji suggested, do not do           

what I say; and where it is about the scriptures, do not listen to              

either me or Nehruji, follow the scriptures.   
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It has come in the scriptures that when the Mahabharat war           

took place, King Yudhisthir went and paid his respects and bowed in            

front of Bheeshma, Dronacharya, Kripacharya, Shailya and sought        

their blessings. Thereafter, he fought in the battlefield; in the end           

the victory was his. But Duryodhan did not bow; he lost. Is showing             

your respect by bowing a loss ? Bowing respectfully is maturity, it is             

greatness. Such a one will surely progress. The younger one usually           

takes from the elders. The elders have to give. If there is a             

difference of opinion then listen to them, do not listen to me and if              

it has to do with our scriptures, then listen to the scriptures.            

Whatever is most beneficial for the world at large, listen to that,            

whoever that point has come from, listen to that only.  

 

Give up your selfishness and may others benefit. These two          

points should be kept in mind. If the other person's point meets             

this two above aspects, then listen to him. If what I say is better              

when it comes to the above two aspects, then listen to me. One             

must prove this. If the intentions are good and yet a mistake takes             

place, it will not beget a sin.  

  

Narayana !  Narayana !! Narayana !!!  

  

 

  

 

From book in Hindi "Bhagwat Praapti Sahaj Hai" by Swami          

Ramsukhdasji  

 

To read in HINDI,  visit :   www.satcharcha.blogspot.com  

Titled "Grahastha Mein Lok Parlok Sudhaar  4"   dated Aug 27, 2010 
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ENGLISH:  www.swamiramsukhdasji.net  

HINDI:   www.swamiramsukhdasji.org 

 

FACEBOOK: 

https://www.facebook.com/swamiramsukhdasji 

 

HINDI BLOG:  

www.satcharcha.blogspot.com 

ENGLISH BLOG:  

http://www.bolharibol.blogspot.com/ 

 

OTHER  

http://www.shriswamiramsukhdasjimaharaj.com/ 

http://www.sadhaksanjivani.com/  

 

GROUPS 
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https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/sadhak_insight 
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